High performance motion sensing is gaining interest in many industries. In the military & aerospace areas, the use of Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and other systems based on high-performance gyroscopes has been widespread for navigation, flight control or stabilization functions for decades.

Today we now see many industrial and healthcare applications emerging, driven by the possibility to integrate new functionality at low cost, mostly thanks to the recent developments in MEMS accelerometer and gyroscope technology.

The market for IMUs is estimated to be $1.55B in 2009, dominated by defense and aerospace applications. Yole sees this market growing at a 9% annual growth rate, to reach $2.60B in 2015. Industrial, commercial naval and offshore applications will be the most dynamic with 16.5% yearly growth, when the aerospace and defense markets will be limited to a 5.5% and 6.8% annual growth.

Several technologies are currently on the market, RLG and FOG-based systems being the most widespread and still benefiting from progresses in photonics. However the recent and rapid development of tactical-grade MEMS gyroscope technologies has the largest impact on the market landscape and on the competition. It is crucial for the companies involved in those markets to invest in the right technologies and partners, depending on the end-markets which are targeted. Different strategies are observed: some companies carefully invest in selected technologies like the market leader Honeywell, while others love all inertial technologies, like Northrop Grumman.

MEMS industrial and tactical-grade type of sensors is the most dynamic technology. Yole sees the market growing from $361.8M in 2009 to $604.6M in 2015 for single MEMS accelerometers and gyroscopes or assembly of MEMS accelerometers / gyroscopes. However many technical and commercial challenges are predicted for the players involved in MEMS: how to guarantee a high level of vacuum for keeping high performance over the years, how to bring down the costs when most of the applications are in the 100 or 1000 unit z like ITAR, what are the best business partners to enter new markets which are sometimes captive...

The recent availability of tactical-grade MEMS IMUs is clearly attractive for a wide range of applications. Indeed many applications will find interest in low-cost devices while it also opens new market opportunities such as precision guided munitions or small size UAVs. This explains why nearly each major IMU manufacturer has a MEMS technology today, although the status of developments is not the same for all players.
This report is more than a simple update of the "IMU market 2007-2012" report. The involvement of Yole Developpement on the high-end inertial market has continued to grow in the last couple of years, with discussions with key companies involved in the field all over the world and participation in many conferences. Although this market remains very complex to monitor, with a wide range of technologies, applications and players, Yole has been able to make a few modifications since the last version to be closer to the reality when it comes to IMU prices, penetration, number of systems in each vehicle, and market shares. Moreover, a complete analysis of the impact of MEMS technology and on the geographic description of the market (including the dynamic Asian and Israeli markets) has been included. Yole also had the chance to have Mike Perlmutter, who has more than 30 years of experience in the inertial navigation industry, provide an important contribution to this report.

The objectives of this report are the following:

- **Gyroscope technologies:** DTG, RLG, FOG, HRG, Quartz, MEMS
- **Accelerometer technologies:** Electromechanical pendulous type, Piezo, MEMS
- **Level of performance:** Industrial, tactical, inertial navigation and strategic grade
- **Worldwide market metrics:** 2009 – 2015 market ($M, M units, ASP)
- **2009 market shares**
- **150+ companies cited in the report**
- **Report is a 300+ slides PowerPoint presentation**
- **Excel datasheet included**
- **20+ key applications for IMUs are described:** Civil aircrafts, General aviation, Civil helicopters, Space satellites, Spacecrafts & skyrockets, Civil & paramilitary UAVs, Military fighters, Military transport aircrafts, Defense UAVs, Military & special mission helicopters, Missiles, Guided munitions, Combatant ships, Armored vehicles, Soldier equipment, Commercial ships, Underwater vehicles: ROVs, submarines, Oil drilling, Trains, Healthcare & sport, Antenna stabilization & pointing, Mapping instruments...
- **15+ applications described for MEMS accelerometers:** Pacemakers, Blood pressure monitoring, Physical activity monitoring, Seismic sensors – Geophones, Inclinometers, Antenna stabilization, Vibration monitoring, Directional drilling & borehole survey, Mapping instruments, Model helicopters & high end toys, UAVs flight control, Aircraft backup instruments, Cockpit instrumentation/AHRS, Missile Guidance, Precision Guided Munitions, Bombs & Rockets, Armored vehicles, Military training systems...
- **15+ applications described for MEMS gyroscopes:** Human motion capture, Physical activity monitoring, Antenna Stabilization, Directional drilling & borehole survey, Camera stabilization, Model helicopters and high-end toys, UAVs flight control, Backup instruments, Cockpit instrumentation, Missile Guidance, Precision Guided Munitions, Bombs & Rockets, Platform stabilization, Military training systems, Agriculture...

**KEY FEATURES OF THE STUDY**

- Architecture of the systems, functions that are used, new features and specification requirements
- Insight about future technology trends & challenges
- Pricing analysis and expected evolution
- To provide a deep understanding of inertial sensor value chain, level of integration & players
  - Quasi-exhaustive list of sensor manufacturers worldwide with technology offer
  - List of key integrators worldwide
  - Analysis on the new players and potential new entrants with MEMS technology

**REPORT OUTLINE**

- Gyroscope technologies: DTG, RLG, FOG, HRG, Quartz, MEMS
- Accelerometer technologies: Electromechanical pendulous type, Piezo, MEMS
- Level of performance: Industrial, tactical, inertial navigation and strategic grade
- 2009 market shares
- 150+ companies cited in the report
- Report is a 300+ slides PowerPoint presentation
- Excel datasheet included
- 20+ key applications for IMUs are described: Civil aircrafts, General aviation, Civil helicopters, Space satellites, Spacecrafts & skyrockets, Civil & paramilitary UAVs, Military fighters, Military transport aircrafts, Defense UAVs, Military & special mission helicopters, Missiles, Guided munitions, Combatant ships, Armored vehicles, Soldier equipment, Commercial ships, Underwater vehicles: ROVs, submarines, Oil drilling, Trains, Healthcare & sport, Antenna stabilization & pointing, Mapping instruments...
- 15+ applications described for MEMS accelerometers: Pacemakers, Blood pressure monitoring, Physical activity monitoring, Seismic sensors – Geophones, Inclinometers, Antenna stabilization, Vibration monitoring, Directional drilling & borehole survey, Mapping instruments, Model helicopters & high end toys, UAVs flight control, Aircraft backup instruments, Cockpit instrumentation/AHRS, Missile Guidance, Precision Guided Munitions, Bombs & Rockets, Armored vehicles, Military training systems...
- 15+ applications described for MEMS gyroscopes: Human motion capture, Physical activity monitoring, Antenna Stabilization, Directional drilling & borehole survey, Camera stabilization, Model helicopters and high-end toys, UAVs flight control, Backup instruments, Cockpit instrumentation, Missile Guidance, Precision Guided Munitions, Bombs & Rockets, Platform stabilization, Military training systems, Agriculture...
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WHO SHOULD BUY THIS REPORT?
- High-performance accelerometers and gyroscope suppliers
  - Understand the system level technology trends and requirements for each application
  - Evaluate market potential for your components depending on performance and technology
  - Understand the differentiated value of your products and technologies
  - Identify new business opportunities and partners
  - Monitor and benchmark your competitor’s advancements

- IMU module and AHRS or INS suppliers
  - Evaluate the market potential of your product portfolio
  - Define diversification strategies on new applications
  - Find the best technologies to integrate and the best suppliers depending on your target markets
  - Identify new business opportunities and partners
  - Have an exhaustive analysis of the competition on a broad range of IMU field

- MEMS material, equipment, or foundry / packaging service suppliers
  - Identify new business opportunities and prospects
  - Understand the level of activity of your customers
  - Understand what are the applications that will drive the volumes in 2015

- Integrators of inertial solutions (INS, AHRS, sensors...)
  - Find the best technologies to integrate and the best suppliers depending on your target markets
  - Understand what will be the future applications to develop by taking benefit on the recent advances in inertial technologies

- Financial & strategic investors
  - Understand the structure and value chain of the high-end inertial industry
  - Estimate the potential of new devices such as tactical-grade MEMS gyroscopes
  - Get the list of main key players and emerging start-ups of this industry worldwide

COMPANY INDEX

Aigitron, AIMs – Zetiq Development, Airbus & ATR, Al Cielo, American GNC, Analog Devices, Applanix, Ascension, ASM (Automation Sensorik Messtechnik), Astrarium, Atlantic Inertial Systems, Autoflug, Azimuth, BAE, Boeing Aerospace, Serie PETRUS, Thinker, SBT, Space, TMS, TUV, UV, VSL, WSL, Yaskawa Electric, Xsens, Yishay Sensors, and many others...
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Definitions: “Acceptance”:Action by which the Buyer accepts the terms and conditions of sale in their entirety. It is done by ticking the box “I accept the conditions”.
“Buyer”: Any business user (i.e. any person acting in the course of its business activities, for its business needs) entering into the following general conditions to the exclusion of consumers and for personal, non-commercial purposes.
“Contracting Parties” or “Parties”: The Seller on the one hand and the Buyer on the other hand.
“Data” or “Document”: Any information or database disclosed to the Seller in the context of this contract, including any patents, trademarks, registered models, designs, copyrights, inventions, commercial secrets and know-how, technical information, company or trading names and any other intellectual property rights or similar in any part of the world, notwithstanding the fact that they have been registered or not and including any previous registration or one of the same nature.
“Licenses” or “Licensor”: The Seller, unless the parties have expressed different propositions. The Buyer has to choose one licenses: 1. Single user license: the purchaser is the sole authorized user of the report for purposes such as:
“License”: For the reports and databases, 3 different licenses are proposed. The buyer has to choose one license: 1. Single user license: the purchaser is the sole authorized user of the report for purposes such as:
“Product” or “Products”: Any document disclosed to the Buyer, the price of which has been fixed at the order date. These documents can be in the format of PDF, PowerPoint, Excel, Word, etc. They are intended for personal use only and are not intended for resale or retransmit.
“Product for purposes such as:” All the provisions of these Terms and Conditions are for the benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those provisions as if they were its own.
“Release date”: The date at which the Seller will deliver the final version of the Product to the Buyer.
“Seller” or “Sellers”: Yole Développement, a company limited by shares, registered to the Saint Nazaire Chamber of Commerce and Industry under the number 2005413, with registered office at 55 Boulevard du Général de Gaulle, 44600 Saint-Nazaire, France, provided that the Buyer has chosen a license other than a single user license, unless otherwise agreed by the parties.

9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and the Seller, in accordance with these Terms and conditions.

9. Governing law and jurisdiction

Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in writing. They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.

All the provisions of these Terms and Conditions are for the benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those provisions as if they were its own.

7.1 If the Buyer cancels the order in whole or in part or postpones the date of mailing, the Buyer shall indemnify the Seller for the entire costs that have been incurred as at the date of notification.

6.4 The Buyer shall define within its company point of contact for the needs of the contract. This person will be the recipient of each new report in PDF format. This person shall also be responsible for any change of address or for any other change in its role.

6.2 The Buyer agreed not to disclose, copy, reproduce, redistribute, resell or publish the Product, or any part of it to any other party other than employees of its company. The Buyer shall have the right to receive a maximum of 10 password, unless the multiple sites organisation of the Buyer requires more passwords. The Seller reserves the right to check from time to time the correct use of the password.

6.3 The Buyer shall be solely responsible towards the Seller of all infringements of this obligation, whether this infringement comes from its employees or any person to whom the Buyer has sent the password.

6.1 The Buyer agrees to keep the password safe and confidential. When creating an account, the Buyer will receive a password by email that can be changed by the Buyer at a later date. The Buyer is solely responsible for any use of its password and for any access to the Product that is made using its password. The Buyer will be responsible for all actions that are performed using its password until it is revoked by the Seller. The Buyer must notify the Seller immediately if it becomes aware that its password has been lost or stolen or has been made available to any unauthorized person.

6.5 In the context of annual subscriptions, the person of contact shall decide who within the Buyer, shall be entitled to access on line the reports on I-micronews.com. In this respect, the Seller will have the right to invoice to the stage in progress, and to take legal action for damages.

6.5 In the context of annual subscriptions, the person of contact shall decide who within the Buyer, shall be entitled to access on line the reports on I-micronews.com. In this respect, the Seller will have the right to invoice to the stage in progress, and to take legal action for damages.

5.1 The Seller reserves the right to terminate the contract, or of misconduct, during the contract, the Seller will have the right to invoice to the stage in progress, and to take legal action for damages.

5.2 The Buyer agreed not to disclose, copy, reproduce, redistribute, resell or publish the Product, or any part of it to any other party other than employees of its company. The Buyer shall have the right to receive a maximum of 10 password, unless the multiple sites organisation of the Buyer requires more passwords. The Seller reserves the right to check from time to time the correct use of the password.

4. Liabilities

4.7 The deadlines that the Seller is asked to state for the mailing of the Products are given for information only and are not guaranteed. If such deadlines are not met, it shall not lead to any damages or compensation of any kind for labor costs, delays, loss caused or any other reason. The replacement is guaranteed for a maximum of two months starting from the delivery date. Any replacement of a Product is subject to the replacement of the Products and shall personally take care of any related proceedings, and the Buyer shall bear related financial consequences in their entirety.

4.6 The replacement of a Product is subject to the replacement of the Products and shall personally take care of any related proceedings, and the Buyer shall bear related financial consequences in their entirety.

4.5 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:

a) damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of programs or information) arising out of the use of or inability to use the Seller’s website or the Products, or any information provided on the website, or in or to the Products;

b) any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other inaccuracies in the Product or interpretations thereof.

4.2 Yole may offer a pre release discount for the customer willing to acquire in the future the specific report and agreeing on the fact that the report may be released later than the anticipated release date. In exchange to this uncertainty, the company will get a discount that can vary from 15% to 10%.

4.1 The Buyer or any other individual or legal person acting on its behalf, being a business user buying the Products for its business activities, shall be solely responsible for choosing the Products available, the Seller cannot guarantee that any Product will be free from infection.

4.3 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:

a) damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of programs or information) arising out of the use of or inability to use the Seller’s website or the Products, or any information provided on the website, or in or to the Products;

b) any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other inaccuracies in the Product or interpretations thereof.

4.3 In no event shall the Seller be liable for:

a) damages of any kind, including without limitation, incidental or consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of profits, business interruption and loss of programs or information) arising out of the use of or inability to use the Seller’s website or the Products, or any information provided on the website, or in or to the Products;

b) any claim attributable to errors, omissions or other inaccuracies in the Product or interpretations thereof.

4.1 The Buyer or any other individual or legal person acting on its behalf, being a business user buying the Products for its business activities, shall be solely responsible for choosing the Products available, the Seller cannot guarantee that any Product will be free from infection.

3.3 Payments due by the Buyer shall be sent by cheque payable to Yole Développement, credit card or by electronic transfer to the following account:

2.2 Some weeks prior to the release date the Seller can propose a pre-release discount to the buyer. In this case, the Buyer will have the right to receive a maximum of 10 password, unless the multiple sites organisation of the Buyer requires more passwords. The Seller reserves the right to check from time to time the correct use of the password.

2.1 Products are sent by email to the Buyer:

- within [7] days from the order date, to be sent either by email or to the Buyer's address. In the absence of any information in writing, orders shall be deemed to have been accepted.

2.4 The mailing is operated through electronic meanseither by email via the sales department or automatically online via an email/password. If the Product’s electronic delivery format is defective, the Buyer will have the right to send the Buyer within 30 days from invoice date, except in the case of a particular written agreement: If the Buyer fails to pay within this time and fails to contact the Seller, the latter shall be entitled to invoice interest in arrears based on the annual rate Ref of the «BCE+» + 7 points, in accordance with article L. 441-6 of the French Commercial Code.

2.3 The payment is due by the Buyer to the Seller within 30 days from invoice date, except in the case of a particular written agreement: If the Buyer fails to pay within this time and fails to contact the Seller, the latter shall be entitled to invoice interest in arrears based on the annual rate Ref of the «BCE+» + 7 points, in accordance with article L. 441-6 of the French Commercial Code.

2.4 The person receiving the Products on behalf of the Buyer shall immediately verify the quality of the Products and their conformity to the order. Any claim for apparent defects or nonconformity shall be sent in writing to the Seller within 8 days of receipt of the Products. For this purpose, the Buyer agrees to produce sufficient evidence of such defects.

2.5 The Buyer shall not be accepted without prior information to the Seller, even in case of delayed delivery. Any Product returned to the Seller without prior providing prior information to the Seller as required under article 2.5 shall remain at the Buyer's risk.

2.3 The Seller shall take reasonable steps to screen Products for infection of viruses, worms, Trojan horses or other codes containing contaminating or destructive properties before making the Products available, the Seller cannot guarantee that any Product will be free from infection.

1.3 Orders are deemed to be accepted only upon written acceptance and confirmation by the Seller, within [7] days from the date of order, to be sent either by email or to the Buyer's address. In the absence of any information in writing, orders shall be deemed to have been accepted.

1.2 This agreement becomes valid and enforceable between the Contracting Parties after clear and non-equivocal consent by any duly authorised person representing the Buyer. For these purposes,

1.1 Orders are deemed to be accepted only upon written acceptance and confirmation by the Seller, within [7] days from the date of order, to be sent either by email or to the Buyer's address. In the absence of any information in writing, orders shall be deemed to have been accepted.

1.0 These terms and conditions are hereby objected to by the Seller, shall be wholly inapplicable to any sale made hereunder and shall, how, at any way whatsoever.

1.0 These terms and conditions are hereby objected to by the Seller, shall be wholly inapplicable to any sale made hereunder and shall, how, at any way whatsoever.

IN ANY OTHER DOCUMENTS ISSUED BY THE BUYER AT ANY TIME ARE HEREBY OBJECTED TO BY THE SELLER, SHALL BE WHOLLY INAPPLICABLE TO ANY SALE MADE HEREUNDER AND

9.1 Any dispute arising out or linked to these Terms and Conditions or to any contract (orders) entered into in application of these Terms and Conditions shall be settled by the French Commercial Courts of Lyon, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.

9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and the Seller, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.